Visual Information of the Koras

APPENDIX II
PLATE 35. The Environs of Birbhum

PLATE 36. A famous river, Bakreswar
PLATE 37. The author is taking information

PLATE 38. Informant's (Ashoke Kora) family
PLATE 39. Earth digging - a conventional Kora economy

PLATE 40. Brick making - a shift from conventional profession
PLATE 41(a). Collection

PLATE 41(b). Kora women on way home with a load of fodder
PLATE 42(a) & 42(b). Harvesting

PLATE 42(b)
PLATE 43. Preparation of Atap (parboiled) rice

PLATE 44. Installation of Shallow for irrigation
PLATE 45(a).

A bird's eye view of Haat (weekly market) in Ahmadpur

PLATE 45(b).

Shopping at market
PLATE 45(c).

Garment shop

PLATE 45(d).

Potter's shop
PLATE 46. Grocery shop of Binoy Kora, another informant

PLATE 47. Food intake by Kora males
PLATE 48. Liquor intake for refreshment

PLATE 49. A group of malnourished Kora children
Plate 50. Worshipping (Gram Dhauti Puja)

Plate 51. Domestic Deity
PLATE 52(a) & 52(b). Saraswati Puja performed by Binoy Kora -
influence of Hindu religion

PLATE 52(b)
PLATE 53. Dibakar Kora with his daughter and grandchild

PLATE 54. Observation of Asouch (Pollution period after death) - Influence of Hindu custom
from PLATE 55(a) to 55(g). Anthropometric measurements